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The right to food, and its variations, is a human right derived from 
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR). The UN Special Rapporteur on the right to food in 2002 
defined it as follows:
Right to adequate food is a human right, inherent in all people, to 
have regular, permanent and unrestricted access, either directly or by 
means of financial purchases, to quantitatively and qualitatively 
adequate and sufficient food corresponding to the cultural traditions 
of people to which the consumer belongs, and which ensures a 
physical and mental, individual and collective fulfilling and 
dignified life free of fear

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_right
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_right
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Covenant_on_Economic,_Social_and_Cultural_Rights
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICESCR
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UN_Special_Rapporteur


Supreme Court and the Right 
to Food
•

While the Indian Supreme Court has reiterated in several 
of its decisions that the Right to Life guaranteed in Article 
21 of the constitution in its true meaning includes the 
basic right to food, clothing and shelter (vi), it is indeed 
surprising that the justiciability of the specific Right to 
Food as an integral right under Art. 21 had never been 
articulated or enforced until 2001.



‘Right To Food’ under the 
Indian Constitution
•

In India, under the Indian Constitution, there is no 
fundamental right to food but the fulcrum of justifiability 
of the right to food comes from a much broader “right to 
life and liberty” as enshrined in Article 21.(iv) Also 
Article 51A which forms a part of the DUTIES of State 
Policy of the Constitution is unambiguous: “The State 
shall regard the raising of the level of nutrition and the 
standard of living of its people and the improvement of 
public health as among its primary duties…”



World hunger exists mainly 
because of the following 
reasons:

(1)Colonialism and the low-paid undeveloped countries sell to the 
highly paid developed countries because there is no local market
because the low-paid people do not have enough to pay; and,
(2) the current Third World land owners, producing for the First
World, are appendages to the Industrialized world, stripping all
natural wealth from the land to produce food, lumber, and other 
products for wealthy nations. This system is largely kept in place by 
underpaying the defeated colonial societies for the real value of their 
labor and resources, leaving them no choice but to continue to sell 
their natural wealth to the over-paid industrial societies that 
overwhelmed them. To eliminate hunger:



India has the largest food schemes in 
the World• Entitlement Feeding Programmes

– ICDS (All Children under six, Pregnant and lactating mother)
– MDMS (All Primary School children)

• Food Subsidy Programmes
– Targeted Public Distribution System (35 kgs/ month of subsidised 

food grains 
– Annapurna (10 kgs of free food grain for destitute poor)

• Employment Programmes
– National Rural Employment Scheme (100 days of employment at 

minimum wages)

• Social Safety Net Programmes
– National Old Age Pension Scheme (Monthly pension to BPL)
– National Family Benefit Scheme (Compensation in case of death of

bread winner to BPL families)



The Food Security Scenario in South 
Asia

Country Food 
Production Food Exports Food Imports Food Balance 

Bangladesh 26,924 1.6 2,827 -4,601 

India 1,74,655 9,490 56 23,826 

Nepal 5,839 11 39 57 

Pakistan 24,936 2,966 288 3,818 

Sri Lanka 1,938 9.8 1,307 252 

Source: FAO, 2004. Figures in thousand metric tones for 2002



IMPACT SO FAR
1) Universalisation of MDMS (120 million children  get school 

meals) and ICDS (Government would need to double the 
ICDS centers to 1.4 million centers covering 60 million 
children under the age of six)

2) Managed to restrict the lowering of BPL quotas by GoI from 
36% to 26%

3) Increase in off-take of subsidized food-grains through the 
targeted public distribution system

4) Increased budgetary allocation for ICDS, Old Age Pensions 
(3 times the amount)

5) Passage of the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act 
which guarantees 100 days of employment a year (at 
minimum wages)



On April 16, 2001, the PUCL submitted a “writ petition” to the Supreme 
Court of India asking
three major questions:
1. Starvation deaths have become a National Phenomenon while there is a 
surplus stock of
food grains in government godowns. Does the right to life mean that people 
who are
starving and who are too poor to buy food grains free of cost by the State 
from the
surplus stock lying with the State particularly when it is lying unused and 
rotting?
2. Does not the right to life under Article 21 of the Constitution of India 
include the right to
food?
3. Does not the right to food which has been upheld by the apex Court imply 
that the State
has a duty to provide food especially in situations of drought to people who 
are drought
effected and are not in a position to purchase food.



SUPREME COURT CASE 
In Chameli Singh v. State of U.P,(1996)2 SCC 549 (viii) it 
was held that right to life guaranteed in any civilized 
society implies the right to food, water, decent 
environment, education, medical care and shelter.
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Foodgrain Production (million tonnes)

Series1 199.4 192.3 203.6 209.8 196.8 211.9 174.2 210.8

1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04



The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) 
recognizes the "right to an adequate standard of living, including adequate food", as 
well as the "fundamental right to be free from hunger". The relationship between the 
two concepts is not straightforward. For example, "freedom from hunger" (which 
General Comment 12 designates as more pressing and immediate) could be measured 
by the number of people suffering from malnutrition and at the extreme, dying of 
starvation. The "right to adequate food" is a much higher standard, including not only 
absence of malnutrition, but to the full range of qualities associated with food, 
including safety, variety and dignity, in short all those elements needed to enable an 
active and healthy life. The ICESCR recognises that the right to freedom from hunger 
requires international cooperation, and relates to matters of production, the agriculture
and global supply. Article 11 states that:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Covenant_on_Economic,_Social_and_Cultural_Rights
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICESCR
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICESCR
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malnutrition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malnutrition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starvation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Food
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agriculture


What is the State of Hunger in the World Today?

In 1996, at the World Food Summit in Rome, governments reaffirmed the right to 
food and committed themselves to cut by half the number of people suffering from 
hunger and malnutrition by 2015. Thus, the 1996 Rome Declaration set the hunger 
reduction target at 420 million undernourished by 2015. Five years later, the 2002 
World Food Summit was held to measure progress. It had become evident that little
action has been taken with respect to the 1996 commitments.

Whereas the normative framework of the right to food is clearly established in 
international law, in the past years, regression rather than the progressive 
realization of the right to food can be observed in practice. An infamous record has 
been broken in 2009: more than 1 billion people are undernourished worldwide.
Asia and the Pacific is the region with the largest number of hungry people (642 
million), followed by Sub-Saharan Africa (264 million). The latter has the largest 
prevalence of undernourishment relative to its population size 32 % (FAO, 2009).

http://www.fao.org/docrep/003/w3613e/w3613e00.HTM
http://www.fao.org/worldfoodsummit/english/index.html
http://www.fao.org/worldfoodsummit/english/index.html
http://www.fao.org/worldfoodsummit/english/index.html
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/20690/icode/
http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/user_upload/newsroom/docs/Press release june-en.pdf


India’s Annual Growth Rate

Year GDP Per capita income

1951-79 3.6 1.3

1980-91 5.6 3.5

1992-06 6.5 4.7













For the awareness of the human rights in public at large, For the awareness of the human rights in public at large, 
Justice Jain has wrote about 31 booklets of various legal Justice Jain has wrote about 31 booklets of various legal 
issues. Out of these booklets 18 booklets have been issues. Out of these booklets 18 booklets have been 
published by the  R.S.H.R.C. Many other organizations, published by the  R.S.H.R.C. Many other organizations, 
District Legal Aid Authorities, Departments, Schools, District Legal Aid Authorities, Departments, Schools, 
Colleges etc. has also published some booklets like Women, Colleges etc. has also published some booklets like Women, 
Children, Children, DalitsDalits, Arrest, HIV/AIDS, Human Rights etc. by , Arrest, HIV/AIDS, Human Rights etc. by 
the permission of the Commission. They have distributed the permission of the Commission. They have distributed 
these booklets in 80000 in numbers. these booklets in 80000 in numbers. 
Some of these booklets are available on CommissionSome of these booklets are available on Commission’’s s 
website website www.rshrc.nic.inwww.rshrc.nic.in and and justicenagendrakjain.comjusticenagendrakjain.com. . 
English translation of Some booklets are also available on a English translation of Some booklets are also available on a 
German website herenow4u.de. :German website herenow4u.de. :

Legal Awareness Legal Awareness ProgrammesProgrammes
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93- jktLFkku mPp U;k;ky; deZpkjh la?k }kjk izdkf’kr

Lekfjdk& 2010 

94- lekpkj txr& lekpkj i= esa izdkf’kr

95- jkSud VkbZEl^ lekpkj i= esa izdkf’kr

96- ^nSfud uoT;ksfr^ lekpkj i= esa izdkf’kr

97- jktLFkku pSEcj vkWQ dkelZ dŝ jktLFkku pSEcj lans’k^

¼vad& vizsy&2010½

98- Lo0 xsanhyky 'kkg] ,MoksdsV dh Le`fr esa ykW;u

dSyk’kpan o vt; 'kkg }kjk

99- Hkkjro"khZ; fnxEcj tSu desVh] eqEcbZ vapy dk;kZy;&  

t;iqj ds v/;{k v’kksd usrk

100- lsaV ikWYl baxfy’k Ldwy] Hknknk ckx] HkhyokMk

101- jktLFkku fdMuh ds;j o fdMuh is’ksUV ,lksfl;s’ku]

t;iqj

102- t;iqj dSalj fjyhQ lkslk;Vh] t;iqj

103- bf.M;u vLFkek ds;j lkslk;Vh] t;iqj

104- gSYi ,t }kjk World Elder Abuse Awareness Day
ij

105- International Summer School of Jain Studies, 
New Delhi



In addition to that in legal literacy and awareness program, In addition to that in legal literacy and awareness program, 
chairman motivated students and even general public  to recite chairman motivated students and even general public  to recite 

the pledge as mentioned in article 51(A) of Constitution of the pledge as mentioned in article 51(A) of Constitution of 
India. It is good sign that so many schools have started taking India. It is good sign that so many schools have started taking 

prayer as per instructions of different concerned authorities asprayer as per instructions of different concerned authorities as
per the request of the commission. Some of them are as followsper the request of the commission. Some of them are as follows
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Rajasthan State Human Rights Commission

“BEWARE OF YOUR RIGHTS AND DISCHARGE DUTY WITH DEVOTION”
Chairperson : Justice N.K. Jain
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Students of some institutions reciting the Oath as 
per Article  51(A) of Constitution of India under 
the guidelines of RSHRC.
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1) 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights recognises in Article 25 that 
"Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-
being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical 
care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of 
unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of 
livelihood in circumstances beyond his control 

2) 1976 ICESCR comes into force 

3) 1993 International Food Security Treaty (IFST) developed in USA and Canada

4) 1996 World Food Summit 

5) African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights. 

6) 2007 Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, country mission to Bolivia and 
Cuba. 

7) 2008 Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, Mr. Oliver De Schutter, was 
appointd

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Declaration_of_Human_Rights
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICESCR
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/African_Charter_on_Human_and_Peoples'_Rights


The problems encountered in 
implementing RTF include

(i) resource constraints;
(ii) problems of governance and lack of political will; (iii) 

lack of an overall framework for implementation and 
monitoring;

(iv) lack of appropriate indicators and benchmarks for 
monitoring;

(v) difference in nature of challenges in rural and urban 
areas.



The Commission under the guidance of the HonThe Commission under the guidance of the Hon’’ble ble 
Chairperson is making the common people aware about the Chairperson is making the common people aware about the 
duties mentioned in Art. 51(A) of the Constitution.duties mentioned in Art. 51(A) of the Constitution.

Fundamental Duties Art 51Fundamental Duties Art 51--AA
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How to Ensure Right to 
Food?
•

Steps required to be taken for ensuring the progressive realization of 
RTF include: 

• Reforms in procurement and buffer stock; Involvement of the private 
sector; Decentralized procurement; Diversification of crops; Income 
policy for farmers; Deciding optimum buffer stock level; Reforms in 
PDS (i.e. Public Distribution System); and, Effective implementation 
of nutrition and employment programmers etc.

• The High Level Committee on Long-term Grain Policy has made 
recommendations about the food policy. (xii) The Right to Food 
Campaign Proposal advocates the expansion of the employment 
guarantee throughout the country and a social security system. Since 
employment is linked to purchasing power and therefore to food 
security, right to employment is crucial for realizing the Right to 
Food.



ROLE OF 
GOVERNMENT(HRC) & NGOs 

Although the main responsibility of realizing RTF lies 
with the government (HRC), it is submitted that the 
coordination of government (HRC) with NGOs and 
other members of the civil society are important. 
However, NGOs also need to work on the principles 
of transparency and accountability. Moreover the 
government (HRC) should bring reform in PDS for 
effective realization of this right and open more fair 
price shops



JUSTICE

Justifiability is essential for the implementation 
of the right to food to enable people to seek a 
remedy and accountability if their right to food 
is violated. Today the right to food is indeed 
justifiable and can be adjudicated by a court of 
law but notwithstanding these encouraging 
developments at the national and international 
levels, a great deal remains to be done to 
ensure the justifiability of the right to food.



food crisis,
As a consequence of the food crisis, world leaders and public opinion seem to 
have finally acknowledged that agriculture cannot be continuously neglected 
and that the underinvestment trend of the last 30 years must be reversed. Indeed, 
if followed by articulated and targeted action such commitment can bridge the 
de jure stipulations on the right to food and the de facto tragic realities. It is a 
statistical fact that already before the skyrocketing of the food prices and the 
economic recession most households under the extreme poverty line were to be 
found in rural areas. 7 out of every 10 poor individuals lived in a household 
where agriculture represented the main occupation of the head, and lower 
average incomes among these households is a constant pattern across all regions 
and countries (WB, Global Economic Prospects, 2009). Hence, investment in 
agriculture if targeted to address the needs of this particular group of people can 
have real and significant effects in terms of realizing the right to food. 

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTGEP2009/Resources/10363_WebPDF-w47.pdf


Conclusion
The study about this right shows that the root cause of the world 
hunger is poverty apart from other causes. So it is indeed very 
essential that to eliminate hunger poverty should be addressed at the 
first place because even if the availability of food grain is sufficient 
then also due to lack of purchasing power poor people cannot 
access to food. 
The major problem relates to economic access to food. Self-
sufficiency has increased at the national level but not at the 
household level. 
Though there has been a decline in malnutrition, nearly half of the 
rural children still suffer from malnutrition. Provision of safe drinking 
water has also not been satisfactory, particularly in rural areas.



Suggestions
Need to improve the basic infrastructure and management 
of resources
Establishing special courts to deal with cases of      food 
corruption and BIACK MARKETING 
Establish a Legal commission for Independent Investigative 
of food Agencies.
Last but not least now every body should discharge duty 
with devotion  
human right Commission is making the common people aware human right Commission is making the common people aware 

about the duties mentioned in Art. 51(A) of the Constitutionabout the duties mentioned in Art. 51(A) of the Constitution
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www. Food comwww. Food com

www. unicef.comwww. unicef.com

Food cooperation in India 

www .Mid day meal 
programs. COM 



It gives us great pleasure to express our 
deep sense of gratitude to all concerned for the 
encouragement We have completed this project. We are  
very much thankful to Rajasthan State Human Rights 
Commission in particular Chairperson, Hon’ble Justice N. 
K. Jain for giving us a chance to do the internship in this 
Rajasthan Human Rights Commission. 
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